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Abstract. The expanded CAG repeat results in somatic mosaicism and genetic anticipation in Huntington’s disease (HD).
Here we report a longitudinal study examining CAG repeat instability in lymphocytes and sperm of three HD monkeys
throughout their whole life-span that encompass the prodromal to symptomatic stages of HD. We demonstrate a progressive
increase in CAG repeat length in lymphocytes and sperm as the animals aged. We also examined the impact of CAG repeat
length on expansion rate, which showed a clear linear correlation up to 62Q, and high instability after. Our findings stress
the importance of further investigation in CAG instability in peripheral blood cells longitudinally.
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Huntington’s disease (HD) is a monogenic, autosomal dominant disease characterized by progressive
neurodegeneration that causes behavioral, cognitive,
and motor dysfunction [1, 2]. HD symptoms generally arise in a range of ages but typically around
40 years of age, with death following 15 years
after symptoms manifest. The pathological mutation
responsible for HD is the expansion of CAG trinucleotide repeats (TNRs) in the exon 1 of the huntingtin
(HTT; IT15) gene that results in an expanded polyglutamine (polyQ) residue at the N-terminus of the
HTT protein [2, 3]. In humans, the general population has a CAG repeat length below 35 repeats, the
intermediate length is between 36 and 39 repeats, and
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the full-mutation is above 40 repeats [2–7]. Due to
a large variation in the development of neurological symptoms, the intermediate group can develop
motor, cognitive, and behavioral abnormalities, and
asymptomatic patients can pass on the full-mutation
to its offspring in a process called genetic anticipation
through a paternal lineage [8–10]. HTT is expressed
ubiquitously, although the highest levels are found
in the brain and testes [11]. HD primarily affects the
brain, with striatal medium spiny neurons being the
most vulnerable [2, 4, 7, 12].
CAG repeat length is inversely correlated with
the age of onset, where adult-onset patients have
between 50 and 60 repeats, and juvenile-onset
patients have over 70 repeats [1, 2, 4–7, 13, 14].
However, as patient ages, CAG repeat stability varies
among cell types, leading to somatic mosaicism [15].
Among different brain regions, the striatum has the
highest instability, which is consistent with motor
and cognitive-behavioral symptoms [15]. In fact, high
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CAG repeat instability observed in sperm has been
correlated with the genomic instability of the male
germ cells during spermatogenesis, which accounts
for the genetic anticipation reported in paternally
inherited HD [15–19].
A longitudinal study on CAG repeat instability
in human HD patient peripheral blood is very limited. One study reported that HD patients’ leukocytes
were less heterogeneous than sperm, and increased
instability in sperm was positively correlated with
the increase of CAG repeat length [15]. A longitudinal study in a Venezuelan cohort reported similar
findings, with very little instability in HD patients’
lymphoblastoid cells over ten years or in sperm
over two years [18]. Here, we investigated CAG
repeat instability by measuring CAG repeat length
in lymphocytes and sperm collected throughout the
nine-year lifespan of a group of transgenic HD monkeys, which has been shown to resemble human
disease progression based on clinical measurements
including behavioral and cognitive declines and progressive anatomical changes including regional brain
atrophy and alterations in white matter [20–27].
Lymphocyte samples were collected every two
years after birth (rHD6-8) while sperm samples were
collected approximately every two years, starting at
the age of four when the monkeys reached puberty
(rHD6, 8). The sperm of rHD7 was not available
because of the manifestation of HD and was euthanized at five years of age. DNA isolated from each
sample was used for PCR amplification of the polyQ
domain of both endogenous HTT and mutant HTT
(mHTT) genes. All Genescan electrograms are displayed in Supplementary Figures 1 and 2.
In order to resolve expanded alleles from the stable
alleles, we used curve-fit method to capture multiple
expansion episodes in our samples [28]. To resolve
any overlapping CAG alleles that were evolved from
the original mutant CAG allele, a normal distribution
curves (Gaussian) were fitted to the overall data. The
best fit for the overall data was determined based on
the error and goodness of fit (R2 ). Individual curves
represent alleles with different CAG repeat sizes
derived from the original mutant HTT alleles [28].
Both the raw capillary electrophoresis electrogram
data and curve-fit analyses showed a gradual increase
of CAG repeat size in both lymphocytes (Fig. 1A) and
sperm (Fig. 1B) throughout their lifespan. From the
age of 12- to 112-month, rHD6 showed an addition
of 2 CAG repeats (Qs; Fig. 2A top-blue diamond) in
the allele with the smallest rate of CAG expansion
to 11 Qs (Fig. 2A top-green triangle) in the allele

with the highest rate of CAG expansion in lymphocytes (Fig. 2A, top). From the age of 12- to 61-month,
rHD7 showed an addition of 2 (Fig. 2A middle-blue
diamond) to 5 (Fig. 2A middle-green triangle) Qs
in lymphocytes (Fig. 2A middle). Unlike rHD6 and
rHD7, rHD8 had two independent insertions of the
mutant HTT transgene that carry different CAG repeat
sizes and expanded at different rate over time. From
the age of 12- to 112-month, rHD8 showed an addition of 1 to 4 Qs in the lymphocytes (Fig. 2A bottom).
From 84 month, two additional alleles with different
CAG repeat size were emerged in rHD8 lymphocytes
(Figs. 1A and Fig. 2A bottom). In sperm samples,
rHD6 showed an addition of 2 (Fig. 2B top-blue diamond) to 5 (Fig. 2B top-green triangle) Qs from the
age of 48- to 112-month (Fig. 2B top). Similar to
rHD6, rHD8 showed an addition of 1 (Fig. 2B bottomblue diamond) to 7 (Fig. 2B bottom-purple cross)
Qs in the same time period as HD6 (Fig. 2B bottom). Both lymphocytes and sperm samples showed
a positive correlation between CAG repeat size and
animals’ age. In order to demonstrate the impact
of CAG repeat size in TNR instability, we further
investigated the correlation between the expansion
rates (slopes of the lines shown in Fig. 2) and the
initial allele sizes at the earliest time point (Supplementary Table 1 and Fig. 3). A linear regression
correlation was calculated using the rolling window until the linear repression correlation coefficient
start to lose statistical significant. In lymphocytes,
there was a strong statistically significant positive
correlation between initial allele size and expansion
rate up to 62Q (R2 = 0.9991, P = 0.0005. Figure 3A,
blue line). However, no correlation and statistically
significance were found after 62Q (R2 = 0.05256,
P = 0.5529, Fig. 3A, red line). The overall trend
showed a weak and no statistically significant correlation (R2 = 0.2320, P = 0.0956, Fig. 3A, black line).
In sperm samples, no statistically significant correlation was found either after 62Q or in overall data
(Fig. 3B). When both lymphocytes and sperm data
were combined, a strong statistically significant positive correlation was found before 62Q (R2 = 0.9239,
P = 0.002, Fig. 3C, blue line). However, no statistically significant correlation was found after 62Q
(R2 = 0.006637, P = 0.9347, Fig. 3C, red line). Overall data showed a statistically significant but a weak
positive correlation between the initial allele size
and expansion rate (R2 = 0.2464, P = 0.0306, Fig. 3C,
blackline).
Although the current study is limited by sample size and the limitation in statistical analysis,

Fig. 1. Longitudinal assessment of CAG trinucleotide repeats expansion in lymphocytes and sperm. A) CAG repeat expansion in lymphocyte samples collected throughout the life-span of the
HD monkeys showing the gradual increase in the CAG trinucleotide repeat size. B) CAG repeat expansion in sperm samples collected throughout the life-span of the HD monkeys showing
the gradual increase in the CAG trinucleotide repeat size. Blue lines represent electrogram data from the capillary electrophoresis, green lines represent individual curve, and red lines represent
the overall curve-fit result.
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Fig. 2. The relationship between age of the HD monkeys and the repeat size. A) The age and CAG repeat size show a positive linear
relationship in all three monkeys. B) The age and CAG repeat size in sperm show a positive linear relationship. Both lymphocytes and sperm
showed larger allele with greater positive linear relationship than the smaller alleles. Curve 1-to-6 are the individual green curve shown in
Figure 1.

our results reveal an increasing trend in CAG
repeat length in both lymphocytes and sperm of
HD monkeys as they age. This is the first study to
longitudinally monitor CAG repeat instability in lymphocytes and sperm during the lifespan of a monkey
model of HD. Our results reveal that TNR instability
in HD monkey sperm increased with age. Although a
previous publication suggested the paternal age does

not affect TNR instability [18], our study shows a
clear positive correlation between the CAG repeat
size as disease progress as the animal age [20, 25, 26].
Although all assessments were conducted at approximately five years of age to minimize stress induced
self-injury behaviors, progressive cognitive behavioral decline and anatomical changes were clearly
shown in HD monkeys [20, 25, 26]. We also observed
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Fig. 3. Relationship between the expansion rates to the initial allele size. A) CAG repeat expansion rate in lymphocytes showed a positive
correlation up to 62Q (blue dotted line, R2 = 0.9991, P = 0.0005) while the alleles sized larger than 62 showed no clear correlation (red dotted
line, R2 = 0.0526, P = 0.5529). Overall trend showed generally positive correlation, but no statistical significant was found (black dotted
line, R2 = 0.232, P = 0.0956). B) CAG repeat expansion rate in sperm showed no clear correlation after 62Q (red dotted line, R2 = 0.3762,
P = 0.2712). Overall trend showed generally positive correlation, but no statistical significant was found (black dotted line, R2 = 0.447,
P = 0.1034). C) Combined samples of lymphocytes and sperm samples showed a strong statistically significant positive correlation up to 62Q
(blue dotted line, R2 = 0.9239, P = 0.0022) while the alleles sized larger than 62 showed no clear correlation (red dotted line, R2 = 0.006637,
P = 0.9347). Overall trend showed statistically significant positive correlation (black dotted line, R2 = 0.2464, P = 0.0306).

Fig. 4. Instability model based on the data provided in this article.

the increase of CAG repeat length in lymphocytes
over time similar to that of sperm, which has not
been reported in prior reports [29]. Additionally,
the discrepancy between studies in rodent models
and human HD patients, especially in sperm, could
be due to the fundamental differences in spermatogenesis that impact CAG repeat instability in HD
[16, 19, 30–32]. Rodent goes through many developmental stages (19 steps) with multiple replication
steps resulting in 10 times more sperm production
compared to humans, while human only undergoes
6 developmental stages [30]. Our data suggest that
there might be a threshold of CAG repeat size where
dramatic increase of instability occurred. Here, we
propose a model based on the current data in HD
monkeys (Fig. 4). Our data suggest that 62Q might
be the threshold where a larger CAG repeat expansion
starts to occur. In a human study, CAG repeat seems
to start to expand rapidly after 50Q in sperm sam-

ples [18]. Although it is unlikely that a person who
carries more than 60Q would not have developed a
neurological symptom before the reproductive age,
the neurological symptom onset age has a considerable variation [9], and it would be advisable to inform
the patient about the risk.
Our findings stress the importance of further investigation in CAG instability in peripheral blood cells
longitudinally. The physiological and genetic similarities between rhesus macaques and humans suggest
that HD monkeys could replicate human conditions,
including CAG instability. Thus, CAG instability in
blood cells could potentially be a good indicator of
somatic cell stability, while HD monkeys’ sperm
could be a useful model for investigating genetic
anticipation in HD.
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